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MEETING ABSENT  
Clr S P Uno 
 

ITEM-5 DRAFT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN NO  18 - BELLA VISTA 
AND KELLYVILLE PRECINCTS (FP215 AND FP262)  

 
 

A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR JACKSON AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR DR GANGEMI THAT the Recommendation contained in the report be 
adopted. 
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

700 RESOLUTION 

1. Draft Contributions Plan No.18 – Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts (Attachment 
1) be publicly exhibited in accordance with the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000. 
 

2. Council officers enter into discussions with Landcom (on behalf of Sydney Metro) with 
respect to the preparation of a draft Voluntary Planning Agreement which achieves the 
following: 

 
a) Specifies the works and land items identified under Draft Contributions Plan No.18 – 

Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts which will be delivered by Landcom and/or 
subsequent developers of Government-owned land; 
 

b) Identifies any associated and proportionate offsets or adjustments to the value of 
monetary contributions payable in association with future development on 
Government-owned land, in recognition of the works and land items to be delivered 
under the VPA; and 
 

c) Secures the dedication of land within the Precinct to Council, at no cost, for the 
purpose of a future community facility and the payment of additional monetary 
contributions to Council towards the construction of a future community facility 
servicing development within the Precinct. 

 
Being a planning matter, the Mayor called for a division to record the votes on this matter 
 
VOTING FOR THE MOTION 
Mayor Dr M R Byrne  
Clr Dr P J Gangemi 
Clr B L Collins OAM 
Clr A N Haselden 
Clr J Jackson 
Clr E M Russo 
Clr A J Hay OAM 
Clr R M Tracey 
Clr F P De Masi 
 
VOTING AGAINST THE MOTION   
Clr M G Thomas 
Clr R Jethi  
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ABSENT FROM THE ROOM 
Clr R A Preston MP 
 
MEETING ABSENT  
Clr S P Uno 

CALL OF THE AGENDA 
 
A MOTION WAS MOVED BY COUNCILLOR DE MASI AND SECONDED BY 
COUNCILLOR COLLINS OAM THAT items 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18 and 19 be moved 
by exception and the recommendations contained therein be adopted.  
 
THE MOTION WAS PUT AND CARRIED. 

701 RESOLUTION 

Items 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18 and 19 be moved by exception and the 
recommendations contained therein be adopted. 

 

ITEM-7 FAIRWAY DRIVE, KELLYVILLE   NORWEST - 
PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN REFUGE ISLAND  

702 RESOLUTION 

Subject to the endorsement of the Local Traffic Committee, Council approve: 
 

a) the construction of a pedestrian refuge island on Fairway Drive, Kellyville/Norwest 
near the Cranbrook Residences retirement village; 

b) the relocation of the bus stop on the southern side of Fairway Drive, Norwest to a 
new location 10 metres to the west of its current location outside the Cranbrook 
Residences and installation of ‘Bus Zone’ signage. 

 

ITEM-8 LTC RECOMMENDATIONS NOVEMBER 2020 - FAIRWAY 
DRIVE AND SEVERN VALE DRIVE, KELLYVILLE 
NORWEST - PROPOSED ROUNDABOUT  

703 RESOLUTION 

Council approve the design of a single lane circulating roundabout at Fairway Drive and 
Severn Vale Drive, Kellyville in accordance with Attachments 1 and 2 to the report. 
 

ITEM-9 LTC RECOMMENDATIONS NOVEMBER 2020 - 
CRANSTONS ROAD, MIDDLE DURAL - PROPOSED 
LINEMARKING  

704 RESOLUTION 

Council approve the provision of Double Barrier (BB) centreline marking in Cranstons Road, 
Middle Dural at the bend near No.83 as detailed in Attachment 1 to the report. 
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ITEM-5 DRAFT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN NO. 18 - BELLA VISTA 
AND KELLYVILLE PRECINCTS (FP215 AND FP262) 

THEME: Shaping Growth 

OUTCOME: 
5 Well planned and liveable neighbourhoods that meets 
growth targets and maintains amenity. 

STRATEGY: 
5.1 The Shire’s natural and built environment is well managed 
through strategic land use and urban planning that reflects our 
values and aspirations. 

MEETING DATE: 
1 DECEMBER 2020 

COUNCIL MEETING 

GROUP: SHIRE STRATEGY, TRANSFORMATION AND SOLUTIONS 

AUTHOR: 
TOWN PLANNER 

YEE LIAN 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: 
MANAGER – FORWARD PLANNING 

NICHOLAS CARLTON 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report recommends that Draft Contributions Plan No.18 – Bella Vista and Kellyville 
Station Precincts be exhibited in accordance with the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000. 

The Draft Plan would enable Council to levy monetary contributions from development within 
the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts as a means of funding local infrastructure 
required to support urban development. The Plan would secure contributions for 
infrastructure valued at approximately $143 million, which would be apportioned between 
both residential and non-residential development within the Precincts. 

A range of new infrastructure has been identified for funding, including an expansion of 
Caddies Creek Sports Complex (Stage 2), new local and district open space, transport 
facilities (including pedestrian bridges, vehicular bridges, traffic signals and roundabouts) 
and water management facilities. The new facilities will cater for an additional residential 
population of approximately 12,913 people and approximately 176,736m2 of employment 
floor space (25,736m2 retail and 151,000m2 commercial) which is anticipated within the 
Precincts. 
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REPORT 

A draft Contributions Plan has been prepared for the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station 
Precincts (Draft CP18). The draft Plan identifies the future local infrastructure which will be 
provided to service future development within the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts 
and establishes a funding mechanism for Council to levy future development for the 
provision of this infrastructure. This report provides an overview of the draft Contributions 
Plan and seeks Council’s endorsement to publicly exhibit the draft Plan for community 
comment. 

1. BACKGROUND

On 1 December 2017 land within the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts was 
rezoned by the NSW Government to facilitate high density residential and commercial 
development. The rezoning was the outcome of the Government’s Planned Precinct 
program and enabled a significant increase in new dwellings, population and commercial 
floor space within the Precincts. 

Since rezoning, the corridor has been subject to further detailed master planning which has 
been led by Landcom, who is acting on behalf of Sydney Metro (the majority landowner 
within the Precinct). In late 2019, Landcom lodged State Significant Development 
Applications (SSDAs) for the Government-owned land, which sought consent for the 
following: 

Concept master plans (including allocation of uses and gross floor area);
Urban Design Guidelines (against which future applications would be assessed); and
Stage 1 subdivision of lots which are identified as areas of public open space.

Overall, the Precincts have the capacity to accommodate approximately 6,571 new dwellings 
and 176,736m2 of additional retail and commercial gross floor area. Indicative structure 
plans for the Kellyville and Bella Vista Precincts are shown below. Importantly, whilst the 
SSDAs do not apply to non-Government land, the yield projections and infrastructure 
analysis completed by Landcom does account for the overall growth projections across the 
entire Precinct. 

Figure 1 
Kellyville Structure Plan  
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Figure 2 
Bella Vista Structure Plan  
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2. CONTRIBUTIONS FRAMEWORK 

The Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts were formerly covered by Contributions Plan 
No. 12 – Balmoral Road Release Area (CP). CP12, as originally adopted by Council in 2006, 
identified the majority of this land as a ‘transit corridor’, with potential to accommodate 
predominantly employment uses and a small amount of residential growth (no more than 
1,000 new dwellings). At the time, it was considered that this small amount of residential 
growth could be serviced under CP12 along with the remainder of the Balmoral Road 
Release Area. 

 
However, as a result of the NSW Government’s rezoning of the Station Precincts in 2017, a 
range of new local infrastructure must now be provided, specifically to service the growth 
within the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts. This infrastructure is well beyond what 
was originally planned for under CP12 and critically, the nexus/demand for the new local 
infrastructure could not be reasonably attributed to the broader growth within the Balmoral 
Road Release Area (east of Elizabeth Macarthur Creek) to which CP12 applies.  
 
Given the new development yield anticipated within the Station Precincts and the need for 
significant new local infrastructure specifically to service the growth within these Station 
Precincts, CP12 was amended in June 2020 to excise the Station Precincts from the Plan, in 
recognition that a new contributions plan would be necessary. It is noted that the 
Government’s Precinct Planning for the Station Precincts did result in some small areas of 
uplift within the Balmoral Road Release Area to the east of Elizabeth Macarthur Creek and 
this growth has now been accounted for within CP12.  
 
Since the amendment of CP12, the land within the Precincts has been subject to The Hills 
Section 7.12 Contributions Plan as an interim measure. This Plan levies development based 
on a percentage (1%) of the cost of works. While this plan is suitable for established areas 
where smaller incremental growth under existing controls is anticipated, this Plan is not 
sufficient to provide for the infrastructure needs generated by urban release areas or urban 
renewal areas and does not plan or cater for the growth potential permitted within the Bella 
Vista or Kellyville Station Precincts. 
 
It is noted that in comparison to Council’s fragmented greenfield release areas and other 
station Precincts, the majority of the development potential within the Bella Vista and 
Kellyville Station Precincts will be achieved on Government-owned land (approximately 87% 
of potential residential yield and 100% of the potential commercial and retail yield). Given 
this, future development on Government-owned land will be responsible for the funding and 
delivery of the majority of new local infrastructure within the Precinct. 
 
Given the above, it is necessary for Council to establish a new contributions framework for 
the Precincts. It is anticipated that this will include two key components: 
 

1. A new Contributions Plan; and 
2. A Voluntary Planning Agreement with Landcom 

 
An overview of each is provided below. 
 
Contributions Plan 
Draft Contributions Plan No. 18 – Kellyville and Bella Vista Precincts is the subject of this 
report and has been prepared to establish the framework for the delivery of local 
infrastructure required to support the demand generated by the additional population and 
employment floor space within the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts (on both 
Government and Non-Government land). 
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This Plan would establish the baseline infrastructure “list” and anticipated costings. It is also 
the mechanism to establish contribution rates for new development and ensure that the cost 
of providing new infrastructure is equitably distributed throughout the Precinct based on the 
anticipated growth. 

During the Precinct Planning process, the Government made commitments to the delivery of 
other forms of regional infrastructure, including the provision of land for a new SES 
headquarters. While this commitment has yet to be resolved by Landcom, or any other 
government department, this type of infrastructure is unable to be funded by Council through 
a Contributions Plan and must therefore be subject to separate discussions and 
negotiations. 

Voluntary Planning Agreement 
Given the majority of the Precinct is Government-owned land, Landcom has advised that it 
intends to enter into a concurrent VPA with Council, which facilitates the delivery of a large 
share of the identified new infrastructure, by Landcom or subsequent developers of 
Government-owned land. A proposed VPA of this nature would sit alongside a Contributions 
Plan for the Precinct. 

The proposed VPA would have the following three (3) key functions: 

1. Specify the works and land items out of the Contributions Plan which would be
delivered by Landcom and/or subsequent developers of Government-owned land;

2. Identify any associated offsets or adjustments to the value of monetary contributions
payable under the Contributions Plan in association with future development of
Government-owned land, in recognition of works and land items delivered under the
VPA (this would effectively be a large-scale ‘Works-in-Kind’ arrangement, similar to
Agreements entered into by Council with developers in the Box Hill and Box Hill
North (Gables) Precincts); and

3. Set out additional infrastructure contributions or items committed to by Government
and Landcom through the Precinct Planning and SSDA processes, which are not
able to be funded through a Contributions Plan. In particular, Landcom has advised
that it intends to dedicate land and make monetary contributions towards the
provision of a community facility within the Precinct. This particular function may be
addressed as part of a broader VPA (alongside Items 1 and 2 above) or alternatively
through a separate standalone VPA which relates solely to the provision of a
community facility.

Landcom is currently in the process of finalising its formal VPA offer to Council. It is noted 
that finalisation of a Contributions Plan or execution of a VPA would need to occur 
concurrently to provide adequate protection for Council and certainty that the full suite of 
required infrastructure will be delivered. Notwithstanding this, it is considered prudent to 
commence the initial steps of preparing a draft contributions plan, noting that the land within 
the Precinct has been rezoned for development and that there is a lengthy process which 
any new contributions plan must follow before it can be adopted by Council (including public 
exhibition, IPART assessment and Ministerial review). 
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3. DRAFT CP18 – BELLA VISTA AND KELLYVILLE STATION PRECINCTS 

The draft Contributions Plan has been prepared based on a 25 year development horizon 
and has regard to the potential for both residential and non-residential development 
outcomes within the Precinct. The draft Plan is included as Attachment 1 of this report. 
 
Extensive infrastructure analysis has been completed for the Precincts by the NSW 
Government (as part of the Planned Precinct program to inform the rezoning of the land) and 
subsequently by Landcom (as part of the SSDAs). This infrastructure analysis has formed 
the basis of the ‘infrastructure list’ proposed to be included within the Contributions Plan, 
with some additional local items also included where necessary. The proposed infrastructure 
categories are as follows: 
 

 Open Space Facilities; 
 Community Facilities (proposed to be funded through a VPA, rather than the CP); 
 Transport and Traffic;  
 Water Management; and 
 Plan Administration. 

 
Discussion on the key infrastructure proposed to be funded through the draft Contributions 
Plan is included below. A complete draft works schedule and location maps for proposed 
infrastructure are contained within Attachment 1 to this report. 
 
Open Space (Playing Fields) 
Council’s Recreation Strategy (2019) includes a benchmark level of service provision for 
new high density development of 1 playing field per 2,000 high density dwellings (around 
4,000 people). Based on this benchmark the future growth within the corridor would generate 
demand for 3.23 playing fields. When applying this threshold requirement, a total of 4 playing 
fields will be required to satisfy the additional demand from residential development within 
the Precincts. 
 
To address this demand for active open space, the draft Plan identifies the expansion of the 
Caddies Creek Sporting Complex by an additional 9.5 hectares, to accommodate an 
additional 4 single playing fields (allowing for 1 cricket oval) and associated parking, 
amenities, playground, pathways and planting (indicative layout of proposed extension 
below). It will be necessary for the entire land area identified for the expansion of Caddies 
Creek Sporting Complex to be utilised for the purpose of active recreation and associated 
amenities/facilities.  
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Figure 3 
Caddies Creek Sporting Complex Stage 2 

It is noted that the majority of land for the expansion (around 7.1ha) is in the ownership of 
the Office of Strategic Lands and is proposed to be transferred to Council, funded under the 
State Government’s Special Infrastructure Contribution Framework and other programs. It is 
necessary for the draft Contribution Plan and VPA to address the need for the remaining 
2.4ha of land (owned by Sydney Metro) required for the expansion, as well as the full cost of 
embellishing the facility. 

Open Space (Local Parks, Neighbourhood Parks and Urban Plazas) 
The infrastructure analysis completed for the Precincts identifies that the demand for passive 
open space will be met through the provision of the following: 

Two (2) designated local parks in the Bella Vista Precinct (areas of 3,815m2 and
6,650m2); 

One (1) designated neighbourhood park within the Kellyville Precinct (area of 6,700m2);

1.05 ha of land under the viaduct (within the Kellyville Precinct) to accommodate small
courts (as well as associated seating, lighting and fencing) to cater for a range of 
activities; 

A District Open Space in Bella Vista Precinct (29,700m2), adjoining a future primary
school; 

Two (2) town square urban plazas (1 at each station), each with an area of 1,600m2;
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1.67 ha of ‘riparian parks’ in the Elizabeth Macarthur Creek corridor and greenway link; 
and 
 

2.4km of cycle path along Elizabeth Macarthur Creek (Samantha Riley Drive to 
Celebration Drive). 

 
Based on the traditional benchmark level of provision (1.62ha of passive open space per 
1,000 people), the population within the corridor would generate demand for around 20.9ha 
of new passive open space. The provision of around 7.7 ha of designated passive open 
space within the Precincts, as detailed above, would result in a shortfall in the overall 
quantum of open space. However this shortfall is considered justifiable within the Metro 
Precincts given: 
 
The availability and high cost of land; 
The likely density of future development and urban character of the Precincts, which is 

more condensed than a greenfield release area; 
The level of embellishment of the individual open spaces; and  
The high amenity and informal passive open space opportunities which will be provided 

within the Elizabeth Macarthur Creek riparian corridor, including walking and cycling 
opportunities along the planned north-south cycleway.  

 
While the traditional benchmarks provide a reasonable indication of the overall quantity of 
open space required, it does not account for efficient access to open space, quality of the 
open space improvements provided, or demand from the local community. The difficulties 
associated with the provision of open space within high density locations is recognised within 
Council’s Recreation Strategy 2019 which requires that where the overall quantity of open 
space is less than the standard benchmarks, the aim is to ensure that open space is of a 
high quality and is well distributed. 
 
The Strategy seeks to ensure that all residents are located within 400m of passive open 
space and that these open spaces have an area of at least 5,000m2.  The distribution of 
open space proposed within the Corridor will generally comply with the benchmark levels of 
service specified within the Strategy as all residents will be located within 400m of a local 
park and most parks will satisfy the area requirements.  
 
Whilst three of the local parks will be less than 5,000m2, this is considered reasonable as 
two of the parks are ‘riparian parks’ and will be located directly adjoining to the Elizabeth 
Macarthur Creek Corridor which will function as a greenway link. The third is the southern 
local park in the Bella Vista Precinct with an area of around 3,800m2. This is reasonable in 
this instance as the dimensions will enable it to function properly as a local park and 
accommodate the level of service features required for a local park as required within the 
Recreation Strategy.    
 
Traffic and Transport 
The infrastructure analysis identifies that the following traffic and transport infrastructure 
would be required to support future development within the Bella Vista and Kellyville Station 
Precincts: 
 
Three (3) signalised intersections at: 

o Balmoral Road/ Mawson Avenue; 
o Balmoral Road/ Celebration Drive; and  
o Brighton Drive/ Celebration Drive. 
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Two (2) double lane circulating roundabout at:
o The new road near Colonial Street Vehicular Bridge (Kellyville Precinct); and
o North of District Open Space (Bella Vista Precinct).

Two (2) intersection upgrades at:
o Samantha Riley Drive/ Decora Drive – Provision of a left slip into the Kellyville

precinct from the eastern approach of Samantha Riley Drive; and
o Memorial Avenue and Bella Vista Collector Road (Bella Vista Precinct) – Left-

in Left-out intersection.

One (1) vehicular bridge over Elizabeth Macarthur Creek at Colonial Street.

Two (2) pedestrian/cycle bridges over Elizabeth Macarthur Creek (one near the
Unaipon Avenue Place/ Celebration Drive Intersection and the second near Decora 
Drive and Wenden Avenue). 

One (1) pedestrian bridge over Memorial Avenue.

It is noted that a range of other traffic works (such as local and collector road construction) 
are not proposed to be funded through the draft Contributions Plan, as these will be required 
to be completed by Landcom and/or individual developers as development occurs. Council 
should be provided with adequate certainty of the provision of these roads through the 
conditions of a future SSDA consent. However, this will be continually monitored and if 
necessary, the plan can be amended in the future to account for any additional 
infrastructure.  

The principal vehicular access points to the Precinct are Old Windsor Road, Celebration 
Drive, Memorial Avenue and Samantha Riley Drive.  Accordingly, the focus of road 
improvements resulting from future growth within the corridor is on connections to these 
roads and the internal road network. Other key roads within the vicinity of the Precinct, such 
as Norwest Boulevarde, will be primarily impacted by future growth within the Circa Sub-
precinct and increased commercial development within the broader Norwest Precinct. For 
Norwest Boulevarde, regional traffic and transport modelling and master planning of the 
Norwest Precinct, both of which are currently underway, will identify the impact of growth on 
network performance and identify necessary upgrades to ensure that the regional road 
network performs at an acceptable level of service.    

Water Management 
The draft Plan proposes to levy development for six (6) Gross Pollutant Traps, as well as 
rainwater reuse infrastructure within the proposed future District Park within the Bella Vista 
Precinct. Stormwater runoff from pervious areas in the District Park would be collected via 
in-ground infiltration and a subsoil drainage network and then discharged to a rainwater 
reuse system. It is noted that the number, location and final design/ costings of water 
management facilities within the corridor will be informed by the assessment of the SSDAs 
for the Precinct. This will warrant further consultation with Landcom as part of progression of 
the contributions plan and assessment of any future VPA offer for the Government land.  

Community Facilities 
The Social Infrastructure and Open Space Assessment (Elton Consulting, August 2019) 
submitted with the Bella Vista and Kellyville SSDAs identifies that future growth within the 
Precincts will generate demand for around 1,650m2 of community and library floor space. As 
part of the SSDA, Landcom has identified an intention to dedicate 1,600m2 of land within the 
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Precinct to Council, for the purpose of a future community facility as well as a monetary 
contribution of towards future capital construction costs. 

Noting that Landcom is proposing to dedicate the land to Council at no cost, and that Council 
is unable to levy for capital costs associated with community facilities within its Contributions 
Plans, it is proposed that the provision of community facilities be addressed entirely through 
a future VPA with Landcom, rather than through the Contributions Plan. 

Administration 
The administration cost to be levied for under the Plan is based on the benchmark rate 
recommended by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal of 1.5% of the total value 
of works within a Contributions Plan. 

Summary Schedule and Cost of Works 
The table below provides a summary of the cost of works and land within each infrastructure 
category, as well as the total cost of works identified under the draft Plan. 

Summary Total 
Open Space - Land $77,606,308  
Open Space - Capital $43,376,109 
Transport Facilities - Capital $17,667,124 
Water Management - Capital $3,366,000 
Administration $966,138 
Total $142,981,678 

Table 1 
Cost by Infrastructure Category 

IMPACTS 

Financial 
Based on preliminary modelling to equitably distribute the costs of the necessary local 
infrastructure across future development, the draft contributions plan establishes the 
following contribution rates: 

Table 2 
Rates Schedule – Residential Development  

All Residential Development

Open Space Land $23,697.32 $18,818.46 $10,454.70 $21,606.38 $18,121.48 $14,636.58 $10,454.70
Open Space Capital $11,675.92 $9,272.05 $5,151.14 $10,645.69 $8,928.64 $7,211.60 $5,151.14
Transport Capital $2,635.53 $2,092.92 $1,162.73 $2,402.98 $2,015.41 $1,627.83 $1,162.73
Administration $218.89 $173.82 $96.57 $199.57 $167.38 $135.19 $96.57
Water Management Capital $932.11 $740.21 $411.23 $849.87 $712.79 $575.72 $411.23

Total $39,159.76 $31,097.46 $17,276.37 $35,704.49 $29,945.70 $24,186.91 $17,276.37
* Includes but not limited to Attached Dwellings, Semi-detached Dwellings, Multi Dwelling Housing, Terrace Housing, Residentail Flat Buildings and Shop
top housing

Facility Category Dwelling 
House

Seniors Housing 
/ Boarding 

House Rooms

Integrated 
Housing 4 Bedroom 3 Bedroom 2 Bedroom 1 Bedroom

Medium and High Density Development *
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Table 3 

Rates Schedule – Non-Residential Development  
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1. Draft Contributions Plan No.18 – Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts (Attachment 
1) be publicly exhibited in accordance with the requirements of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000. 
 

2. Council officers enter into discussions with Landcom (on behalf of Sydney Metro) with 
respect to the preparation of a draft Voluntary Planning Agreement which achieves the 
following: 

 
a) Specifies the works and land items identified under Draft Contributions Plan No.18 – 

Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts which will be delivered by Landcom and/or 
subsequent developers of Government-owned land; 
 

b) Identifies any associated and proportionate offsets or adjustments to the value of 
monetary contributions payable in association with future development on 
Government-owned land, in recognition of the works and land items to be delivered 
under the VPA; and 
 

c) Secures the dedication of land within the Precinct to Council, at no cost, for the 
purpose of a future community facility and the payment of additional monetary 
contributions to Council towards the construction of a future community facility 
servicing development within the Precinct. 

 

ATTACHMENTS  

1. Draft Contributions Plan No. 18 – Bella Vista and Kellyville Station Precincts (35 Pages)  
 
 
  

All Non-Residential Development
Transport Capital $49.58
Administration $0.70

$50.28

Facility Category
Rate        

(Per m2) 
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